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Many who are in the church system use 
terms from Revelation in their prophetic 
messages. 

BUT, were these symbolic terms actually 
given to them by the Spirit?



  

The prophetic items herein are what a 
number of respected spiritual believers 

have had revealed to them. 
Discern them for yourself.

DISCLAIMER

I have annotated the ones that concur with 
what has been revealed to me.



  

Proceed at your 
own risk



  

Here’s a prophetic speaker using 
Futuristic Eschatology’s interpretation of 

Revelation’s symbols with authority.

He is not a speaker I trust at this point 
in time, even though many around the 
world follow his prophetic messages.



  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGi38o0iATU [11:47-14:40]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGi38o0iATU


  

Putting aside any bias towards a 
specific eschatology, we must all hear 
from our King what we need to know 
about the future. 

This is the only source of all accurate 
knowledge.



  

For the purpose of our Revelation revaluation:

What has he said about this book 
and its symbols?



  

I have never received a prophetic 
download from  the throne of the 

King that confirms Futurist 
Eschatology and it’s interpretation 

of the symbols in Revelation

STATEMENT



  

I have never read a trusted prophetic 
word that’s come straight from the 
throne of the King which confirms 

Futurist Eschatology and it’s 
interpretation of the symbols in 

Revelation

STATEMENT



  

BTW, do you remember this?

“The critical thing for you is to discern the messages 
because it is very easy for a person’s soul and mind to 
interfere with what I bring. Watch out for those who add too 
much explanation to my messages. Let my messages stand 
as they are. Let your spirit discern if the messages are from 
me or whether they are not from me. Listen to those who 
get a word and a sense behind the word. Watch out for 
those where religion ‘leaks’ in and ‘colours’ what I am 
saying. This is the issue with the revelation I gave John. 
Religion wants to impose itself on the Kingdom, and religion 
always wants to alter what I say.”

canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/MESSAGE-Revelations-Curse-12-5-2020.pdf 

http://canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/MESSAGE-Revelations-Curse-12-5-2020.pdf


  

If it turns out that world events play out 
and align with the Futurist Eschatology, 
it doesn’t mean that we were wrong in 
developing our own interpretation of 
biblical prophecy.



  

Why?

Because biblical prophecy is irrelevant in 
the Kingdom on Earth today.



  

What is relevant is what we are informed 
of and what is revealed to us right now.

That’s because the Kingdom is a present 
thing.



  

What’s relevant is being in a relationship 
with the Trinity, and working as a team 
with them to see their plans for planet 
Earth come to pass. 



  

What the Bible has to say about End 
Times is irrelevant for us today.

It’s only relevant for those who get their 
information from the Bible, not from 
Heaven.



  

Therefore:

From now on, we focus on the King 
and the Kingdom, and not on end 
time scenarios or eschatologies.

FULL STOP



  

BOOKBOOK
SPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHT



  

The High King of Heaven a defence of 
Amillennial Eschatology. In it I argue that 
the great end time debate currently roiling 
evangelical churches can be resolved by 
spotting and addressing four key underlying 
issues: 1) The nature and structure of the 
Kingdom of God; 2) The proper interpret-
ation of OT Kingdom prophecies; 3) The 
meaning of the millennium of Revelation 
20, and; 4) The nature and purpose of the 
Consummation. I show with the aid of 
various charts and diagrams that 
Amillennial Eschatology is, by far, the best 
option for Christians eager to enjoy all the

 blessings of our Blessed Hope.

DESCRIPTION

www.academia.edu/36422524/HKOH_FV 

https://www.academia.edu/36422524/HKOH_FV
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